#stayhome & discover recipes from all over the world
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#stayhome & go healthy
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#stayhome & enjoy breakfast
Lady Anne Coffee Maker
classic Italian coffee maker made of
aluminiumt. It can be used with gas
and electric hobs. KnIndustrie propose
it in 4 cups format, allowing you to
enjoy a coffee break in the company of
friends and family.

Black:€102
Stone washed:€76
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The Omelette Pan
€109
a square frying pan to prepare omelettes designed by
Lara Caffi for KnIndustrie
- a practical kitchen tool made of non-stick steel and
with a wooden handle(21X21cm)
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#stayhome & cook
Hymalyan Salt Set
set:€112
salt stone only:€36

The

plate of salt is placed in the oven at 200 degrees in the oven for
20 minutes with its ceramic support. It brings to the table for grilling meat, fish or vegetables. the salt stone penetrates cooking gently,
giving flavor and taste extraordinary and unique
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The Griddle
€167
cook healthy and diet-friendly dishes, soapstone is a valid alternative
when preparing meat, fish and vegetables without adding any source of fat
but simply using spices or herbs, or marinating lightly before cooking,
to add extra flavour to the food
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#stayhome & cook

Tajine €133
Typical of the traditional Moroccan and African cuisine, Tajine is a
special non-stick aluminum-made pot formed by two bodies: the actual
container, to contain the dish, and the pronounced cone-shaped lid, to
facilitate the return of water to it condenses inside the food being
cooked, keeping it soft and rich in flavor and aromas.

Smoking Set €76
ideal for cooking and smoking fish, cedar wood in fact releases special aromas that are
absorbed by the fish during the cooking phase. To amplify the aromas and flavors, it is
recommended to immerse the plank in a solution of water and aromatic herbs, before laying
the fish on it. The Cedar Pank can be used both in the home oven, on the grill and is also
suitable for cooking different types of meat.

Glass Pot €219

PIzza Gourmet €62

The Glass Pot, designed by Massimo Castagna for KnIndustrie, is a pot
made of flame resistant borosilicate glass, transparent, large-thickness. The shape is simple and, for its transparency, almost unnoticed;
protagonists are, from time to time, with forms, colors and the movements of the boil, the ingredients contained. Dimensions: 24 cm (ø) x
20 cm (H).

Terracotta dish allows slowly, favouring homogeneous cooking at the same temperature.
Pizza Gourmet is designed to cook pizza and serve it at the table keeping it warm until
the last slice.

